Make the Extremely Together Pledge

Introduce yourself and Extremely Together!
• Hi, I am [NAME] from [COUNTRY] and I support Extremely Together
  [Do Hand Symbol]
• Extremely Together is a way for young people, to counter extremism

Make the pledge!
• I believe young people must lead counter-extremism because: (choose one from list A)
• I pledge to counter extremism by: (choose one from list B)

Get others to join!
• Extremely Together needs you to join the campaign and make your own pledge of support. Help us reach 1.8 billion young people! Make a pledge and nominate a friend to be Extremely Together!
• I nominate [FRIEND]. We call on you to be Extremely Together like us! [Do Hand Symbol]

List A
- a) Extremists are tearing apart our world and our future
- b) ISIS are recruiting from our generation and we must stand up to say enough is enough
- c) Extremists use modern technology just like we do
- d) We are best placed to convince our friends and family that extremism is not the answer
- e) We cannot do this by law and war. We need more!
- f) The current generation of political leaders don’t engage with us
- g) We are not a problem to be solved, we are problem-solvers
- h) We have to break the cycle of hate
- i) …or make your own!

List B
- a) Signing up to Extremely Together and supporting the work of the 10 young leaders
- b) Following Extremely Together on social media and amplifying their work
- c) Hosting Extremely Together to train my local community in counter-extremism
- d) Lending my skills to counter-extremism initiatives
- e) Supporting those vulnerable to radicalisation and showing them an alternative
- f) Telling others about radicalisation, extremism and how to prevent it
- g) Volunteering to help refugees who have been affected by ISIS
- h) Getting my company to work with counter-extremists as part of their corporate and social responsibility
- i) Working with my local mosque to support them against Islamophobia and Islamist extremism
- j) …or make your own!

Follow @xtremely2gether on Twitter or search Extremely Together on Facebook